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Abstract: Electric vehicle (EV) are being embraced in recent 

times as they run on clean fuel, zero tail emission and are 
environment-friendly. Recent advancements in the field of power 
electronics and control strategies have made it possible to the 
advent in the vehicle dynamics, efficiency and range. This paper 
presents a design for traction control system (TCS) for 
longitudinal stability and Direct Yaw Control (DYC) for lateral 
stability simultaneous. The TCS and DYC is based on 
multiple frequency controlled electronic differential with a simple 
and effective approach. Along with it, some overviews have been 
presented on some state of the art in traction control system (TCS) 
and torque vectoring.  The developed technique reduces 
nonlinearity, multisensory interfacing complexity and response 
time of the system. This torque and yaw correction strategy can be 
implemented alongside fuzzy control, sliding mode or neural 
network based controller. The effectiveness of the control method 
has been validated using a lightweight neighbourhood electric 
vehicle as a test platform. The acquired results confirm the 
versatility of proposed design and can be implemented in any DC 
motor based TCS/DYC.  
 

Keywords: Direct yaw-moment control, electric vehicle, 
Traction control, vehicle stability, electronic differential. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the current scenario, with depleting fuel sources and 

growing concern for the environment, Electric vehicle enjoys 
superiority among the other alternative fuel vehicles [1]. The 
sudden rise in the demand of EV can be attributed to its zero 
carbon footprint or increasing fuel price [2-4]. As other 
conventional vehicle must include an engine, drive train and 
mechanical components like differential and drive shafts, 
EVs have the liberty to house the traction motor in the wheel 
or any other configuration. This enhances occupant safety,  
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efficiency, and space. Before putting forward the idea of 
multiple frequency controlled torque vectoring, A study on 
the torque vectoring and control strategies have been done 
with reference to the current advancements in automotive 
technologies and the literature. 

 An electric vehicle capable of direct yaw moment 
control with active traction control was first reported in 1996 
[5]. An effective approach to traction control is by 
considering the stearing feedback (θ), accelerator pedal 
signal (APS) and brake pedal signal (BPS) [6]. However for a 
hierarchical control algorithm with monitoring, desired 
dynamics and controlled allocation of traction to wheels, it 
requires some additional inputs like yaw rate (γ), slip angle 
(β), forward acceleration (ax), lateral acceleration (ay), 
vehicle speed (vx) and frictional coefficient between tyre and 
road (μ). The system identifies the current state of the vehicle 
and if any discrepancy persists, an adaptive control strategy is 
employed to bring the γ and β to the desired level. This is 
accomplished by bringing a moment about the z-axis by 
employing asymmetric braking force or traction.  The 
effectiveness of the control system can be evaluated by 
standard tests designed by International Standard (ISO3888) 
[6].  

A typical layout of the control strategy contains  
I. Control of side slip angle and yaw rate (Fuzzy, PID, 

Optimal   LQ control and sliding mode       control) 
II. Allocation of torque (Traction Limitation and torque 

vectoring) 
III. Wheel dynamics control (Wheel longitudinal slip 

control) 
IV. Electric motor characterization (Dynamic response, 

efficiency, and torque-speed) 

Another Stability control system is Vehicle Dynamic 
Control (VDC) [7]. The objective of the VDC is to deliver the 
vehicle response in accordance with the driver’s intention. 

The vehicle side slip angle and yaw rate can directly 
influence vehicle stability [8]. During cornering the lateral 
acceleration increases, this consequently reduces the yaw 
moment generated by the stearing wheels. This was first 
illustrated using β-model by 
Shibahata, et al [9].  
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The reduced control of the stearing can bring about 
instability. The stability can be restored by additional 
external yaw moment [10, 11]. One approach is to optimally 
distribute the slip angle and slip ratio to induce desired lateral 
and longitudinal forces [12, 13]. The compensation of yaw 
moment can also be done by differential braking [14]. This 
system can be easily installed in existing braking systems 
equipped with Antilock Braking Systems (ABS) [15].  

A. Control Strategies.  

The key point of dynamic stability control is to find the 
correction required in the yaw moment. This is followed by 
the control strategy applied to obtain the desired yaw rate. 
Literature suggests various control strategies, some of them 
have been discussed here.  

Li, et al have proposed a fuzzy based controller to 
calculate the desired yaw rate by making use of instantaneous 
slip angle error and yaw rate error [12]. The desired yaw rate 
is obtained using ABS or TCS. In another reported work, 
Zhao, et al. have designed a sliding mode controller to 
provide the corrective stearing feed. In addition, an active 
front stearing strategy has been used for the yaw rate 
correction [16]. A fuzzy-based direct yaw control on an 
all-wheel drive (AWD) vehicle has been proposed by 
Tahami, et al. In their work they have reported a strategic 
control loop to control the yaw rate and slip angle. A 
reference yaw rate based on vehicle speed and stearing 
feedback is generated using fuzzy logic to prevent any 
overshooting of the corrective yaw rate [17]. Kim, at al. have 
reported a control strategy in which two PID control has been 
used for lateral acceleration error and yaw rate. Along with 
these, a sliding mode controller has been used for the wheel 
slip error. Together these signals control the motor torque 
used for corrective yaw rate [18] [19]. From the above 
studies, it can be observed that the major strategies in vehicle 
dynamic control involve fuzzy logic, sliding mode control 
and neural network. 

Direct yaw control (DYC) is another very effective way to 
achieve the desired yaw rate in extreme situations [20], when 
compared to other techniques such as 4 wheel stearing [21, 
22]. However, the DYC achieved by asymmetric braking has 
several undesirable effects. One of it is the reduction in 
vehicle speed that overrules the driver intention [22]. In the 
recent times, the active yaw control has been a topic of 
interest and several strategies for side-slip control, DYC and 
both simultaneously has been reported [21] [23-28]. 

Apart from these architectures, Research work can be 
found on model predictive control (MPC) [29]. These 
techniques are able to suppress the large tracking error arising 
due to not considering the transient behaviors during the 
initialization of the manoeuvre [25] [29]. The MPC has also 
been employed to achieve the autonomous driving mode in 
electric vehicles [30].  

In this paper, a multi-frequency-DYC technique has been 
proposed for an independent rear wheel driven EV. Here a 
single Pulse Width Modulated (PWM) comprises of two 
different frequency spectrum. The duty cycle of these signals 
can be controlled independently. However, the duty cycle of 
the final signal is the function of the duty cycle of the 
individual frequency components. 

In the framework established by the introduction, the 
discussions hereafter are divided into sections comprising a 
model to determine the necessary corrective yaw moment. 
Formula-based empirical model and mathematical 
simulations along with the characterization of the motor. The 
results in contexts of vehicle dynamics and DYC in real 
world as well in the simulation environment are discussed in 
the result and discussion section. 

II.  THEORY 

A. Vehicle stearing geometry and lateral stability. 

The Ackerman geometry, invented by Rudolf Ackerman 
in the 19th century. Enables the perfect rolling condition of 
wheels in concentric circles while negotiating a turn. Figure. 
1 illustrates the toe out condition that arises due to the 
geometry, creating an ideal angle of the front wheels to carry 
out the turning manoeuvre. The inner and the outer wheel 
angle have been indexed as δi and δo respectively. Many 
works reported in international arenas are based on four 
wheel steered vehicles along with DYC [31]. In addition to 
this, lateral stability is a crucial factor in vehicles. Loosing of 
stability in dynamic condition can lead to catastrophe. One of 
the most important factor leading to the instability is the 
lowering of tire road adhesive properties [32].  

For system like DYC, various system devices are 
involved. Therefore, challenges are encountered while 
applying a holistic approach. Hence a structural software and 
algorithms are required for a specific problem. Many key 
relations has to be established prior to feeding the problem to 
the solver. This implies to the requirement of knowledge of 
more physical parameters.   

Depending on the direction of approach, the model can be 
labelled as forward and backward [33]. The forward 
approach model is also termed as ICE (or electric motor) to 
wheel model. This model is synthesized initiating from the 
power source and ends at wheel, considering the components 
like transmission and differential in between. The forward 
approach excels in evaluation of control algorithms. On the 
other hand, the backward approach first takes into account 
the required tractive effort at the wheels, and successively 
moves backwards to the power source through various 
powertrain components. The backward systems are mostly 
quasi-static model, these models give the liberty to analyze 
various tire forces allowing controlled power delivery from 
the sources [34].   
Another major classification for these models are causal and 
non-causal: principle of cause and effect is used to describe a 
causal system behavior. In causal systems, the output is an 
indispensable function of the input parameters. This 
introduces a time delay in the output, gradually leading to the 
solution to the effect or a problem. Whereas the non-causal 
system deals with anticipatory problems. In these models, the 
cause cannot be taken into consideration and the algorithm 
has to take into account this anticipatory problems during 
operations [35]. 
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Fig. 1. Illustration of Ackerman geometry. 

Here, a backward and causal approach has been taken in the 
designing of the multiple frequency based DYC technique. 
Wherein, if the acceleration is considered to be nil, the 
steering is considered as the primary cause that leads to 
change in other variables like wheel angle, turning radius, 
rear wheel speed, and lateral acceleration.   

To have a perfect rolling contact based on the steering 
angle and vehicle speed, the angular speed of the inner and 
rear wheels must abide by the relation expressed in equation 
1. 

2 tan

2 tan2
o

i

L Wv

L WrL

 

 

+   
=   

−  

                       (1) 

 Dynamic and quasi-static model can better describe the 
vehicle dynamics, and these models can yield better accuracy 
and superior control. However, these models requires higher 
computational speed and powerful ECUs. Whereas a steady 
state model can make use of lookup tables for some 
parameters that are less prone to change in dynamic 
condition, alongside taking into account some real time 
parameters in quantized form.  

At lower longitudinal velocities, the turning radius can be 
expressed as the function of the steering wheel alone. The 
radius of turn is large for a lower value of the stearing angle, 
therefore both the inner and outer wheels have approximately 
similar angle with respect to the vehicle chassis. Hence a 
single regression equation can define the lookup table 
(relation) between the two. However, beyond the 240º turn of 
the stearing in either direction, the turning radius reduces 
below 10m. Therefore a significant difference in the two 
front wheel angles is observed. Therefore the relation 
between the stearing and wheel angle post 240º of stearing 
turn has therefore been defined by two different regression 
equations as illustrated in TABLE I. 

Table- II: Name of the Table that justify the values 
Stearing angle (θ) 

i  o  

0° - 240° 0.0437 0 +  0.0437 0 +  

240° - 480° 0.0698 6.29 −  0.0346 2.18 +  

Based on these equations, an adaptive multivariable 
algorithm has been designed to govern the wheel speed for 
various vehicle speed in inertial x-coordinates. The global 
Cartesian coordinates for the test track along with the inertial 
coordinates for the vehicle has been illustrated in figure 2. 

 

Fig. 2. The global coordinates of the test track and 
inertial coordinates of the vehicle. 

The velocity of the vehicle in the inertial coordinates are 
expressed in equation 2. Here, ᴪ is the angle between the 
inertial abscissa and global abscissa. Equation 3 embodies the 
velocity of the vehicle in global coordinates.  
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The yaw moment in this case is produced by the difference in 
the angular velocity of the two rear wheel; so far the yaw 
produced by the steering has not been taken into account. The 
effective yaw moment produced along the vertical axis 
passing through the CG of the vehicle can be considered 
either considering the steering angle and the vehicle speed or 
taking into account the differential rear wheel speed and the 
steering.  The vehicle speed in the global coordinates, taking 
into account the steering is defined as (equation 4) 
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The effective yaw moment for the vehicle during a turn can be 
expressed as. 

( )
( )

tan
,

2
r l

r l

r r

L W

  
  

+
= −

                                (5) 
When the vehicle wheel are made to turn merely to abide by 
the Ackerman geometry to achieve rolling contact with road 
surface while compromising a turn. Both part of equation 5 
yields a moment that resembles the yaw moment expressed in 
equation 3. 
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Taking into account the fact that the driver intends to carry 
out a sharp turn, especially at a high speed, for collision 
avoidance. The vehicle must generate the necessary yaw 
response to meet the driver’s intension. In case, the steering 

fails to generate sufficient yaw, the DYC must assist the 
vehicle in such unfavorable scenarios. 

B. Lateral force and slip. 

Previous studies suggest that the effect on side slip angle 
and yaw rate are always in opposition to each other whenever 
a control input is applied, which can deteriorate the side slip 
performance for large steering angle [33].  

The well-known approach to lateral stability is by curve 
fitting that establishes a relation called magic formula [37], 
magic formula leads to a relation between tyre stiffness, 
shape parameters, slip, curvature parameters and force. 

( )( )( )( )sin arctan . . arctan .yF D C B s E B s B s= − −  (6)                    

Here B, C, D and E are the constants obtained experimentally. 
The magic formula is further simplified as 

( )( )/
max( ) sin 1 ( )s AF s F B e sign s−

= −                (7) 

 
Where, 
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Equation defining the longitudinal slip 
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The longitudinal force and the lateral force can be expressed 
as 
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The wheel resulting wheel slip can be expressed as resultant 
of longitudinal and lateral slip 
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These may result into neutral steer, understeer or oversteer 
during cornering. As illustrated in figure 4(c) 

 
Fig. 3. Physical model illustrating side slip and turning 

radius. 
2
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The relation between steering angle, longitudinal velocity and 
turning radius can be expressed as 
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(15)                    
The relation between yaw angle, turning radius and 
longitudinal velocity can be expressed as. 

2
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The normalised required steering angle is expressed as 

                   

2

1f x
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L L
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(17)                                                                         

Here χu is the understeer gradient 

    

2 1r f
u

f r

C l C l
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−
=

                                                                    (18)        

Which is obtained to be  

3.73 x 10-6 N-1, for understeer  

0 x 10-6 N-1 for neutral steer and  

-3.96 x 10-6 N-1 over steer conditions  

For a vehicle the critical speed is the speed at which the 
vehicle becomes unstable and a significant growth in yaw 
moment is observed for even a small disturbances in input 
parameters.  

Our results suggest that a zero steering angle is required for 
the oversteered vehicle at critical speed of 36m/s. another 
important aspect of steering dynamics is the vehicle 
characteristic speed, the speed at which the vehicle requires 
twice the steering angle than required to manoeuvre on the 
same track in lower speed. The characteristic speed obtained 
from the simulation results for the designed vehicle in the 
given parameters is found to be 33m/s as illustrated in figure 
4(b).      
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Fig. 4.  (a) Yaw vs Cr for various longitudinal velocities. (b) 

Stearing angle for steady state cornering. (c) Curvature 
gain in neutral steer, under steer and over steer 
conditions in steady state cornering. (d) Variation of 
Understeer gradient for different longitudinal 
acceleration.    

The understeer gradient is also largely influenced by the 

vehicle longitudinal acceleration. The relation between these 
is established in equation 19. 
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The vehicle wheel speed has to regulate such that, a yaw 
moment is created by the differential wheel speed. The 
differential speed higher than the necessary wheel speed to 
abide by the Ackerman geometry will bring about an 
additional curvature gain. This will the counter the lateral 
acceleration and any undesired understeer condition arising 
due to it. Following sections focuses on the design of the 
multiple frequency electronic differential for control of lateral 
and longitudinal acceleration. 

III. MULTIPLE FREQUENCY CONTROLLED DYC 

 
Fig. 5. Multiple frequency control differential algorithm. 

In order to avoid complications, a single quadrant chopper 
with power MOSFETs has been designed as a low side 
chopper drive. The schematics of the drive circuit is 
illustrated in Fig. 6, labeled as a motor drive, chopper and 
snubber.  The drive motor of a vehicle compromising a turn 
depends on various parameters such as vehicle speed, turning 
radius, stearing angle, and lateral slip. To carry out a smooth 
turning manoeuvre, the control variable chosen in this work 
are stearing angle and accelerator position. The accelerator 
pedal controls the duty cycle (D) of the higher frequency 
PWM signal, indexed as signal A. Linear relation exists 
between the accelerator pedal position and D. On the 
contrary, the duty cycle (d) of the lower frequency signal is a 
function of the stearing angle. 
The relation between d and θ is established using the 
correlation equations derived as illustrated in Table I. The 
duty cycle of the final signal is a function of d and D. while 
executing a left turn, the duty cycle of signal C decreases 
consequently the duty cycle of signal D increases. 
This difference in the torque generates a torque about the 
vehicle z-axis about the CG of the vehicle 
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Fig. 6. Circuit to realize the multiple frequency 

controlled electronic differential. 
 The additional torque generated due to the difference in 

the speed of two rear wheel helps the vehicle to overcome any 
understeer situation. The torque can be expressed as.  

                   
( )

2
r

z l r
x

W C r

v
  = −

                                 (21)   

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Optimal control strategy for slip-tracking drastically reduces 
the tire slip trends and distributes the required torque abiding 
by the control-allocation algorithm following the reference 
slip value [38].  
To illustrate the effectiveness and validity of the proposed 
DYC technique on an electric vehicle, numerous tests were 
carried out. The tests were conducted on a test track using a 
lightweight NEV.  

The NEV was designed with two independent motor and 
equipped with various sensors to keep track of speed, stearing 
angle, motor current, motor voltage, wheel load, lateral 
acceleration and longitudinal acceleration.  The drivetrain of 
the vehicle has been designed with a two-stage chain drive 
having a reduction ratio of 10:1 .The experiment was 
designed to carry out a drive cycle in which the vehicle has to 
undergo a left turn of radius 35m. Followed by a right turn of 
radius 38m. The initial and the final point has been indexed as 
A and D in the map.  

The motor speed was strictly regulated in accordance with 
the above equations. This helps the vehicle to abide the 
Ackerman stearing geometry during neutral steer condition, 
and to achieve required curvature gain in situation of 
understeer. 

The test was carried out on the test track at a uniform 
speed of 10m/s. The real-time result obtained for the drive 
cycle has been presented in Fig. 9 and 10. 

The stearing angle of the vehicle has been recorded 
in real time, the initial point and final point has been indexed 
as A and D. the maximum required stearing angle for the 
maneuvering of the vehicle at point B and C is  +214o and 
-211o. Monitoring the steering angle has been done using 
optical rotary encored with accuracy of 0.225o. The 
corresponding turning radius was recorded by the on-board 
accelerometers and vehicle speed sensor. The turning radius 
of the vehicle in straight path keeps varying between negative 
and positive infinity. However a finite value is recorded when 
the vehicle enters a turn. In addition, the corresponding 
lateral and longitudinal acceleration has been recorded. 
These data are vital for the implementation of the DYC 
technique using the multiple frequency controlled electronic 
differential. The frequency associated with the steering and 
accelerator along with the final frequency to traction motors 
has been illustrated in figure 7. 

 
Fig. 7. Illustration of multiple frequency signals for (a) 

vehicle on a straight path. (b) vehicle taking a left 
turn. (c) vehicle taking a right turn. 

Two different frequency signals has been employed to realize 
the electronic differential design. The first signal with higher 
frequency has the information about the vehicle accelerator 
position. This signal has been superimposed upon the second 
signal of lower frequency with information regarding the 
vehicle stearing angle. 
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Together, these signals are used to control the speed and 
torque of the inner and outer traction motors. The real time 
steering angle along with the recorded turning radius has 
been embodied in figure 8(a) and (b) respectively. 

 
Fig. 8. (a) Required steering angle on the track (speed= 

10m/s). (b) turning radius recorded in real time 
(speed= 10m/s) 

The duty cycle of the higher frequency signal controls the 
longitudinal acceleration of the vehicle. Whereas the duty 
cycle of the lower frequency signal is used to implement the 
electronic differential during the turning manoeuvre. This 
differential design is also capable of implementing the 
necessary yaw correction strategy in situation of under-steer 
and over-steer.   

The figure 9 shows the recorded stearing angle, normalized 
front wheel angle and the real-time yaw angle for the steering 
angle at longitudinal speed of 10m/s. the yaw angle has been 
recorded for two situations; firstly the vehicle steering was 
aligned to carry out neutral steering and second yaw moment 
was recorded with the tuning of steering for over-steer. In the 
following part, the objective would be to recreate similar 
results with neutral steering and implementing the DYC 
technique. 

With the DYC on, and steering tuned for neutral steer, the 
steering angle, current associated with the left and right 
wheel and the duty cycle of the lower frequency signal has 
been recorded in real time. This illustrates a significant rise in 
the current of the outer motor and a dip in the value of the 
recorded current 

to the inner wheel during a turning maneuver. A variation 
in the duty cycle of one signal is brought without any 
disturbances to the second signal. This ensures no variation in 
the vehicle longitudinal acceleration or instantaneous speed 
of the vehicle as the DYC carries out the yaw correction 

 
Fig. 9. Steating angle, wheel angle and yaw moment for 

two diffeerent tests (speed= 10m/s). 

 
Fig. 10. Real time representation of current drawn by 

the left and right traction motors, steering angle and 
duty cycle of the frequency associated to steering. 

 
Fig. 11. Real time plot to illustrate the behaviour of the 

differential for deceleration during turning 
manoeuvre 

Along with these, it was important to observe the 
behaviour of the design when both the control variable 
changed simultaneously. The uniqueness of the solution to 
address the problem of traction control and DYC is being the 
ability of two input parameters to control the PWM duty 
cycle independently. 
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Even though the frequency of each input signal is unique, 
situations may occur when simultaneous changing of both 
parameters can compromise the vehicle stability. Therefore 
high speed tests were carried out to rule out these speculation, 
this test was accomplished by sudden decelerating the vehicle 
during a turn.  Figure 11, shows the current drawn by the 
motor when the vehicle decelerates during cornering. The 
region of the plots are divided into five sections indexed as (i) 
to (v), (i): the vehicle is driven on a straight path at uniform 
velocity, (ii): the vehicle enters a sharp turn, hence a 
significant change in the two current values can be observed, 
(iii): the vehicle undergoes rapid deceleration while 
negotiating the turn, (iv): the vehicle completes the turn.  This 
test illustrates the ability of the system to handle the situation 
which might otherwise bring about instability in the vehicle. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper presents the traction control and DYC for electric 
vehicle with two independently driven rear wheels, based on 
multiple frequency electronic differential the results were 
compared with conventional traction control strategies. The 
novel conclusion of the paper are as follows 
1) The multiple frequency controlled electronic differential 

presents a simple though effective approach to carry out a 
DYC action in an independent rear wheel driven electric 
vehicle. Analysis, simulation, and tests confirm the 
effectiveness of the proposed electronic differential design. 

2) From the results, it can be affirmed that this design will 
enhance the vehicle efficiency and the range to some 
extent. Moreover, this simple approach can considerably 
reduce the design complexity and manufacturing cost of 
power electronics essential for utility electric vehicles. 
Multiple driving cycles affirm the effectiveness of the DYC 
using the multiple frequency control technique. Moreover, 
hardware realization of a single PWM duty cycle as a 
function of multiple parameters without complications and 
requirement of complex algorithm is first of its kind.  

3) The yaw control strategy presented here exhibits superior 
responsiveness and no lag is observed between the control 
variables and differential action. Moreover the multiple 
frequency control of DC motor speed can be designed by 
incorporating numerous frequency signals, with each 
frequency having a distinct characteristics of one or more 
control variable. 

Future developments of the research will include. 
1) Increase in the number of variables and vehicle parameters 

for nonlinear predictive control strategies. 
2) Inclusion of passenger occupancy and taking into account 

the variation in vehicle centre of gravity with different 
passenger occupancy.   
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